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The Extreme Nonlinear
Optics of Air and Femto‐
second Optical Filamentation
Under certain conditions, powerful ultrashort
laser pulses can form greatly extended
filaments of concentrated high intensity in
gases, leaving behind a very long trail of
plasma.
Applications range from laserguided electrical discharges to remote
sensing.
Air is a medium of particular
interest for applications, and as a mostly
molecular gas it is interesting from a physics
perspective as well.
The experimental
program at Maryland has two tracks. One is
to conduct fundamental measurements of the
nonlinear response of gas phase atoms and
molecules with unprecedented precision in
space and time. The other is to use this
understanding in filamentation experiments.
I will discuss recent efforts in measuring
filament electron density, addressing a
recent controversy about the response of
atoms and molecules to intense fields, and
quantum-coherent boosting of filamentation.
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